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THERMOCHEMICAL BOND ENERGY STUDIES OF VAR!OUS TRANSITIONAL 
METAL BIS-BETA-DIKETONE COMPOUNDS 1\.ND TrlEIR INNER 
ORBiTAL SPLITTINGS BY BOIYIB CALORIME'T'RY 
Abstract of Dissertation 
Charles Irvin Drew 
The thermochemical technique of static.bomb calorimetry was used to 
determine the heats of combustion for some twenty cllelated rnetal co.mpl.excs. 
Studied were tlw first row transitional nwto.ls (J\I(n+2 through Zn+2) bis- beta 
di.ketone complexes of acetylacetone and their related ligands and the acetyl·· 
acetonates of Pcr1·2' Pt+2' Be+2' ce+3' Tl+l' and zr·f-L! • 
Solid pur.Uied samples of .f:com 1 to 2 grarns were combusted in a pres-
surized oxygen atmosphere to the reaction products Hz 0 (1), C02 (g) m1d 
metallic oxides. The ten1perature change for the exothermic Teactions was 
standardized with benzoic acid to give the ent:ltalpy of combustion in kcal.jmole. 
'T'he majority of the clata for the cornbustion reaction are in erro~r of 1/2 of O"b 
or less. 
The~ heat of combustion data were 1Jscd in a ~mi~ablf~ Born -IIaber tlienno-
• 'chemical cycle to deren11ine th(::: average bond cn:~rgy fo:c tlte rnetal i.n lig<wd 
·bond. 'TJy~ bond ~.::tc~ava-'~;e can be c;:prc~,~~e<i in eitlH~r· tenns of an bn:.c o:;-.· a 
c.oo:r:d.inn1e:d >ond brca 1<:, k:nown as hcrc:cniytic and homol:,nic cJ.eav:::ge rcspec.ti.'iety, 
depcnd.ing on tlw choice of the r_hc::r·mocllemical cycle. 'Tile lwrnol yU c bond cne:cgy 
cycle is s;Ji.tablc for dk~ ,~aiculation of tlle aventgc bond-energy. 
For the acctylaceloliate eornplexet3 of Mn+2 through Zn+2 , ;~he heterolytic 
thernwchcrn.lcal cy-cle was used. Thus, the heterolytic bond energies olJt.alned 
a ::8 shown to vorv with the elecl.:n:mic confi\ruration of the cent::raJ metaL These 
. w u 
variatio:1:'> a:re predicted by c:rystal field theory. 
A plor of the t.r>tal heterolytic bond cne:rgies versus atomic numbe1· \VilJ; 
with a. knovv-ledg;c of llle spin sU.tc of the rn.ctal i.on8, give an estimation ol' .lODq 
valut:F; Cor 1l•c cornplexcs. For the complexes invesllgated, lODq values are \n 
goccl agr:::cnwnt. \Vith tlwsc obta.inc:d by the mo:re acc1.n·ate spectro:~c.ropic metlwd. 
A second scdc~; of compounds invt::rt.igated consiGted of va.rjcus .ligands 
sinti l:J.r to u.cetylacetone. The copper ;tnd nickel complexes vrere syntbcsizcr.:l 
',yjch benzo-ylacetonc, dibcnzoylrncthanc and salicylaldehyde. l.t was eY.pectcd that 
a pattern of decn~asing bond energy could he found by the ~>yt_;tematic ccpl.;.tccrncnt 
of fi n:>t one and then the other n1ctllyl .~~roups hy a phenyl g;:oup (the~ subGtin::ent 
effect). No clear pattern emerged. 
This invcsti<,.atlon I)J"ovicles the framework for future in-v-...:st.inations to Fi.ve b t b .. ,. 
a more quant.itatlve underc.;tanding of metal dtCc'lated COinplexcs and their m:..-t.<~d. · 
ligand bond energies. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The amount of quantitative thermochemical data avallable on chelated 
coordi.nation compounds is rather limited in cm'nparison to that for organic or 
simple inorganic compounds. While within recent years some progreiJS has. bee,:n 
made (27, ;39, 40, 41), there still remains much to be done before a theory 
can be postulated making possible the calculation of ar1y chelated bond energy 
(38). The transitional metal acetylacetonates are especially convenient for such 
a study as they possess the useful physical properties of volatility, stability 
a r. rl -~()l'li..J'l·J· ''\' in a· l" ·r" 'll. c S C ·1 "CP t·s (.tl!J') c 1·.1. t:> . . ~ .u ~ .l / -~J . • •• ~s(,;J,..~-- 1. J ·-" ........ ~. .... , .. 
.• !'., useful rnetho:l fm: tlte cnJculation of the bond energ·ics :is rtu~ us f.' ()f 
. the Horn-·Haber cyde in which the heat-of forrnu.ti.mr of the transitional m.etal · 
acetyJ.a cctonates can be determined by measuring all the quantities in the· 
cycle. F'or mally of these compollnds the only unknown quantity reroaining 
to Jx: JTtea 1-m red if.; the heat of combur;tion. Then, by application of Hess's 
law uf i3UTnrr:.ati.orr, the heat of chelatioJn for th:.:: gas phase n~action can be 
calcu.b.ted. A. pmt.i.on of thi.s cbelaU.on procesrJ is U1e metal to Ug<tnd bond 
.for:matioo (he.rc:lfU~!:r designated a~> M··L fol' the g;ener.;:J re:cm nnd M--·0 where 
A useful way of looking at: bond energy terms :i.s found in crystal field 
theory, The o:r:bitals of the tnmsitional rnet:als are directional and bond.ing 
occurs between specif.ic configurations, Thus, certain of the Jive "cl'.' orbit:.:lh> 
2 
are more closely (lirected towards an oxygen atom of the ligand. These 
"directional" o1·bitals are increased in energy and hence the term inner orbital 
splitting. This inner orbital splitting, known as·the erysta:l field ~;tabHization 
energy (hereafter known as e. f. s. e.) is dependent upon the clectrorilc con··· 
fjguration of the metal. For thcc<:lSe of d0 , d5;--hlgh spin--·and dlO, no 
inner orbital splitting can ·be detected. Hence, a straight line cl:rawn between 
d:) a.nd c110 in a plot of total M--J__, bonding energy venms atomic nurnber for llOHI.fJ-·-
geous series reveals .the case of no c. f. s. e. The difference- between the 
.actual plot and the straight line gives the c:. f. s. e. for each compmtnd. The 
c .L;:;. e. data is useful as it varie::: with the strength of !"lte bonding energy, 
the ligand i.nvolved_, nnd with tl-1<: n'etal. 
In tliis wo.rk, ivT·-L bond energy data hnve been det:.~·rJiJtced on thn-:-~~ 
types of eompoundti. 1''ir13t, the divat(~nt tr·ans~tional metal acetylacetonnte. 
cornplexe~:> of mang3.n~sc: through zinc are combusted to determine the !Vl--1 .. 
bond energy and the c , f, s , e. In addition, the heat of combustion of Cu <J.Hd Ni 
complex.es with ligands of benzoyl<tcetone, dibenzoylmethane, and saLicylaldehyde 
ic~ :ccponed along with combustion data for seven assorted acctylacetonate 
CHAPTER II 
NATURE OF THE BETA-DriCETONE CHELATED COMPOUNDS 
The group of chelate ligands known as the Beta -diketones, of which 
acetylacetone i.s the simplest, undergo structural changes when forrning a 
chela ted ring. No.nnally, acety lacetone ex.i sts as a mixture of the keto form-·-
24%-·-and th.e .enol form-·-76%. In chelation, however, all is converted to 
the enol form which behaves as an acid and loses a proton forming an anion. 
The anionic structure behaves :_:t,s tile bident:atc ligand which "bjtes" the metaL 
0 0 
11 II 
C, _.,C F·:::}. 
/ 'CH( \ 
R · R 
,.... ... H·· .. 
0 - 0 
I il 
c~ ,c, 
,./ ·,~H/ '\ 
R R 
76% (liquid) 
FIGURE 1 
KETO··EN()L TAUTOiVlERISM OF A.CETYLACE'fONATE (from ref. 15, p .. 369) 
\Vhen the cnolated btdentate forms a chelate ring, an irnportant change 
in the electronL.: :;t:ructu:re o.f the ligand occurs and the two oxygen atoms become 
equivalent.. Infrared :,;tud:y verifies this effect. The absorption band of the con-· 
jugated carbonyl groyp, C==O (1650 - 1750 cm-1), present in the ligand dis·· 
appears upon chelation and a new band indi.cative of tl1<: resonance system· 
appears at: 1520 and E>90 cm··l (20). 
tl 
I 
c H C / ' ..-CH, 
, ·-......c r .- ... ~c .... 
If < -·) \1 
•• 0,:~~- ·.0.'~~-
(c) 
FIGURE 2 
ANIONIC FORM OF AGETYLACETONATE LIGAND (from ref. 30) 
/ .. s might be expected, thi.s new :<·esommce systern wi.t:1ill the cheJrite ring; 
i.s conDjderably more ~'table. For asetyla.c:ctonatc com.p1c:r;eE.., !·be inc~ease 
due t:6 the :formation of the new resonance system appears to be about :2. ·• :3 
kcal/mole for each chelate ring formed. The sa Ucyla:t.dehyde c:omplexes do 
not exhi hit this additional .retlonance stabilization and the J.:aErared npectra 
of the salicylaldehyde complexes differs only slightly f:rr:;m tb.at of tbe fr.ee: 
ligand.. 
FIGURE 3 
SALfCYLALDEHYDE 
4 
5 
It should be expected, however, that all other chelates in this ]nvestigation 
will display the resonance stahilization phenomena a.s shown by the derivatives 
of acetylacetone. 
A. MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TI-IE CHELATED COJVIPLEXES 
It is naive to begin a quantitative study of these complexes without at 
least a rudimenta~r.y knowledge of the stereochemical factors with whi.ch we 
are dealing. Initially, classical methods were able to establish the structure 
of some of the t1:ansiti.onal metal chelated complexes, but classical methods 
are li.mited to stable complexes. Some complexes are not stable enough to 
endure the physical p:roce;:;s of s2paration of thE:: optical or g·eometricaJ. isomers: 
in nddition, cJ.assico.l n1ethod.s axe limited .in st:ructt.tral lkducU.on to o:n.ly 
previously imagined possib.ilities. X--ray diffraction analynis, for these 
reasons, has been cornpleted on many of the transitional metal chelated com-
pounds .(3) . 
We shall assume in all instances in this work, as the. experimental 
evidence rmggests, that the beta··diket:one anion is coordinated through the 
two oxyp;ens of the ligand to the metal. There are, however, three othc:r 
possibilities: 1) the coordination r:nay occur with only one oxygen, as is the 
case for the me:rcur.y (II) acetylacetonate: 2) it may be bonded to the alpha 
carbon (pl::.t.thJUJTl {£V) ); ;)) bonding may occur from the metal to the carbon·· 
carbon double bond as sllown in the acidified Werner complex, HPt(AA) 2Cl (11). 
I<'lGURE. 4 
\ -I ::c::::.:U 
I 
M···-C 
,'\} 
) :=.=0 
ACETYLACE'TONE AS A L.J.GAl',m 
(from Tef. 11, p. 581) 
Nick.'!l.A!:ciylacetonale Tn:ma Cobalt. Acetulacetmww Tetramer 
I. 
FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION OF Ni ACETYLACETONATE (from reL 4, p.46J) 
In general, the anhydrous first row transitional metal (II) complexes 
were found to polymerize into either tr.ime:ric or tetramel'ic complexes due 
! 
to their preference for six coordination (see page 6 for Co(ll) a.nd N.i(II) 
a.cetylacctona.te structure). 
The apparent exceptions can be traced to monomen.: which are not 
anhydrous. For example, it has been shown recently that the presumed 
anhydrous Zn(AA)z is th.e monohydrated complex with the water acting as a 
ligand to fori11 a 5 - coordinated ix:rcgular trigonal bipyramid (21). Other 
8 
hetero-ligancl complexes of this nature are known such as the square pyramidal 
vanadyl complex, VO(AJ.\)2 (9). 
Four coordinated acctylacetonate complexes are knov.,rn .i.n the Beryllium 
compound which is of tetrahedral configuration (10). Beryllium's first row 
' 
transitional analogue is four coordinated Cu(AA) 2 which forms a nearly planar 
arrangement with sUght Jahn -Teller distortions (34). Without exception, al.l 
other known Copper (II) beta ···diketone complexes are square planar. The 
acetylacetonates of Pd (II) and Pt (II) a:re also square planar. 
Being a stereochemical phenomenon, polymerization does not occur if 
the ligand is stericall.y hindered in such a manner that the only poss.i.ble 
ni~~k:.~l (E) acetylL1C;~t:onatc: is converted from. the octa.hed.r;:t.l t:ci.rncr to a squa.re 
planar rnonome:c when Lhe acctyiacetonate js }_·eplaccd by d.ip.iv<::tloylme!:hane 
(2, 2, 6, 6, tetra.methyl-3, 5··heptanecli.one)(ll), 
ln t!Jjs investigation, ir was found that tbe Ni (J') acetylacetOJ.1ate5; and 
benzoyt acetonates are polymers, but the dibenzoylmethanate compound is a 
square planar monomer. This is consistent with the finding·s for dlp.i.valoyl-
:l"\"Jetha.ne. It is l::lnCE:'Ttain aH.his pp.lnt whether the ~wlkyiaidehyde i~i cro ·~~Oittplex 
is :.;:lx or four coordlrw ted. Calculations are. carried out for both possibil:il.i.es 
with the results: for four coordination, M·-L :::: 71.5 kcaljmole; for sl:;.;. 
CIJOrcUnation, M··L =: 47.7 kcal/mole. In view of the generally decreasing 
strength of the salicylaldehyde complexes, six coordinalion seems favorable: .. 
HowC'/Cr, the lowe:r than expected value suggests that the sali.cylaldchydc 
does r1ot coordinate i.n the same manner as the tlcetylacetonc. 
Eight coo;rdination is possible with beta ··diketone compounds and. is known 
for the Zr(AA) 4 and Ce(AA) 4 . The structure for both these compounds is 
shown belo'\ii' displaying an Archimedcan square anti -prism of/"'-' D2 symmetry. 
FIGURE 7 
't:cre:;_·i'T ~"'"i·J·c;.·r)· fP•\'t.'E··L·) CO•',Fi'i('TJDL~' 1 'J('JN. ( ''·· ~,· .,_ .. _,,, 3(). 
, .~ ...._) J.. .• ...j \. ... ,_ 1 \.l •...•. L •• • _, ••. J ...... ·d. ~ ... ) l. T\. ·1 .. 1. . • 1 r oJ _ 1 1.. t .. l , ~ , p . .36) 
The eight coordinated "pinwheel" anti ··p:r.isrn has not been discovered 
and i.t seems unlikely that it will appear due to ste1:ic hiltdrance. 
FIGURE ·8 
PINWHEEL STRUCTURE (from ref. ll, p .. [)84) 
j 
j 
I 
I 
I 
10 
Complexes with a coordination number of two are formed with the 
monovalent metals. Examples are the acetylacetonates of Ag(I) and Ti(l). 
Two coordination also occurs with the llg(II) acetylacetonate which is an anomaly, 
FIGURE 9 
TW 0 COORDINATION (froni ref. 20, p. 1. 05) 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL - MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. General 
The heats of combustion were determined with a static oxygen bomb 
calorimeter (Parr, Serial No. 1269). Due to rather large uncertainity (± 10 cal) 
in the heat of eombustion data, reduction to the standard states (Washburn cor-
rections) were not applied. 
The oboerved 1_1:~-~ <?! ~·eaE_~~-~~!.~ for the samples is taken to be the .idealized 
( ... J: tl,·t·,., •·,rr)f' 11'~,. .. -e .... :.>r'<JUllt· '·c) J'I')"I"'C' f·l1a1· .-,_ fF·"'J L"_tJlh<: of l 07 of ·L-llP 'nt·'l' 11·'-''l'· of 
.•. L . •· ....... ':.'1 !• .... .~..- v 1 • ....... ~J I. ·-· • L J..~'.. ·- • .... .J u ____ ., ~., ..... ·- ,_, . 70 . .I. - l. ""· (",:t_ • ~ ... ~. l 
•''(iFl_1'1_'.'·:1_ i_OJ"l it t··· q ··:;;lid· '"_'ll)~OXi.T"'ti(J'll {').,;~) Henc··r• tllo c·o·rrec·;· tP''ll' for ~ •. _- "-~-.. '·"~-- , . '"') ,_. \ ~: et.t·., .. t ~~- 1. u:;. . v..,u __ • . \,..' .. ,,., ....... ··"-'~- .~J_ t 
heats of combustion in thi:s paper :i.s "heats of a combustion reaction.'.' 
The heats of sublima.tion for those compounds investigated were taken 
for the most part frorn. jooeph T. T:ruem.per, "A Study of the ·volatile Charac-
~ ·-· ~··• ··, ·f ·y·. -·, • ~ ·,\f1"._,t···I· .. J., _,, .. ".} .. r)·;.,, •. 1 · ''"' CJ •l tP C' ·· ·· ~,." ('3t.:) •. etH>l.,.\_.s u. a:tJ.~)·.1H 1>11;:, .a. x_,_,. 1 .1.1\.·-t.CH,"' .1c a ... _,onlJJOun~_,_, .' _, .• 
In accu:rate rJete:o-n.inations, the i"C~•::tal o>dctes formetl tn th~:. ccnnbustion 
reBcUon must he identified. However, work which is merely preliminary in 
nature 11.ceu not detennlae accurately the nature o:r ra.tto of metal ox.ides ar:; the 
di:f.ferenccs in hcaw of tonnation of the transitional. metal oxiclcE; c:n:e not very· 
g~cea.t. We iJYi,~ looking [01· trends :ln a large .number of compound::; , i\.ccuTat:c 
detcnninat:lonr' on one particular compound must, lwweve.r, eliminate erro·r:;; 
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clue to the uncertainty of the cornbustion products (i.e., by x-ray diffraction 
analysis or by use of rotating bomb calorimetry)·.-
B. Description of the Calorimeter 
The Parx Instrument Company Series 1200 adiabatL: oxygen bomb 
calo.dmet:er jacket was used with a Parr 1106 inverted oxygen bomb. The 
jacket temperature was controlled by a Par:r 1500 electric water l1eater. Thus, 
hot or cold \Yater L:ou ld be a,dded to the jacket as needed during combustion to 
maintain adSabatic conditions during the entire run. 
rJ'he oxygen bornb was imrni:?l':3Cd in the caloi'imetc.t bucket Vthich was 
wci.ghcd t:o contain lhOO grams of ddon.ized v.rater. The oxygc:n bomb is 
. . . 
cocn;;U:ucteci of l.i.Hmn, an alloy \Vhi.ch protects the bomb u.gainr.t attD.ck by 
hot gnses o:c C.icids produced eluTing combustion. The elect:r.ocier:; Hn:~ 667 alloy 
n:;at<;;:r.i_al .1nd the c.apsulc m1pport loop is platinum---10 %iridium, The 1106· 
jnvr,·-rtcd b(llnb has a Cd1J.J.city of 340 rnL It is self··sealing under pressm:e 
with a dnublc vi1Ive hc<:Ld and equipped with th:ree legs attached to the [;c:rew 
c::::p so that t.he bornb can be £ired in an iHvc:ctcd postU.on 'Rirh aU fittings at 
the .bc:ttorr.t Jn::;tcn.d uf at the top. The Par.r fuse wJ.r'::: used has a heat oJ' 
A.pproximately 10 em of vvi:ce 
wa~; placed so a.s l:o just touch the pellf't, 
The sarnplcs were -.ve::ighed app:roxin1atcly and pelletized in a simple 
Pan: peLlet prea.s. '!'he saniple to be burnt V·l~W then carefull.y dusted to 
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rernove any loose particles and weighed in the previously weighed c'ornbustion 
crucible. 
P;efore assembling the bomb, one ml of deionized wate:r was added to 
ensure that the atmosphere within the bomb was saturated with water vapor. 
Thus, the reaction of eombu::;tion can be said to yield water .in the liquid state .. 
The heat of solution of any co') di.sr;olvcd in vratcr J.i3 t:aken ~lS ne;;dJg·.ihle. 
hi 0 .1 
l\Jext, the assembled bomb Vvil[l flHed with oxygen (reagent g:n•.ck) t:o 
oxygen gau,ge. To avoid correction fox: trapr::.ed atrnospberic nitrogen ·wl1ich 
would be converted to a nitric ox1.<::1e} the J)omb 'N<W fJ.\J:3bcd by purging with 
T'he scaled and pre::;.si.u:izf:cl. bornb .iB th<:'ll pl<:v.::ed in the wdghed 'NDte.r 
tn.1.ck:et which is placed JE the calorimeter. Arter the stirring 1notor is acUvated, 
1 
-l 
j 
j 
:I 
1 
I 
I 
i 
j 
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lens. Corrections in the observed temperature reading were made by reference 
to a co:rrection chart supplied with the thermorneter. These corTections were 
made by the Parr Company in comparison with a platinum resistance thermometer 
certified by the National Bureau of Standards ( see Appendix for Test Certificate). 
Before recording the fina.l temperature rise, 400 seconds were allowed 
to pass at which time the rise was considered a maximum ( see graph on page 16). 
To avoid stem correcti.ons, care was taken throughout the entire run that the 
bucket temperature was close to the ambient temperature. No significant 
erro:c is .introduced if the stem and bulb ten1peratures do not differ more than 
1/6 of the rane·e of the thernwmcter. This means that the bucket temperature 
ln\1 ·· •- be \"1. th·' 11 ·+ 2. o·· {)-°C . of. t~l.e a1n.l>1. ent.·. l . ::,,_ ' ~ . y l. - - l . 
I 
l 
1 
j 
I 
1 
I 
j 
~ 
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TABLE I 
TliVL~,··TEi\1PERATURE DETERMINATION --BENZOIC ACTD 
~l'fm~ (sec.) 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
6;) 
70 
90 
100 
120 
150 
190 
200 
260 
400 
J).,l'·r rr ·- " 6.'"9°C 
_ e ca - :t. L.· ·'• 
Pellet Weight :::; 1.1146 gTams 
6 '} l I) "' • 1/ ,.-, 
··'· '.J I.At Li:ran1 (Standard) 
(6318 cal/.::~:ram)(l.ll46 p;rams) 
-~--------.. --··'""-·--~----·---- ... _ _..._ .. ______ _ 
.. 2 .. 629 degrees 
26.309 
26.309 
26. ~)09 
26.4 
26,6 
. 26.8 
27.2 
27.4 
27.6 
27.8 
28.0 
28.2 
28.3 
28.5 
28.58 
28 "'/0 
28.80 
28,88 
28.920 
28 0 930 
23.933 
28.938 
28.938 
- 2678 Calorier~ pe:r Degree 
( one dcterminatir ..m) 
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C. Calibration of the Calorimeter 
.r 
l 
.J 
Bomb calorimeters a:r.e, basically, devices in which the heat of combustion 
is compared with some known amount of electrical energy. It is the -accepted 
practice to compare the heat of combustion of the substance under investigation 
wJth benzoic acid "vhich has been suitably purified. All calibrations were do~e 
using benzoic acid supplied by the Parr Instrument Con1pany and standardized 
for calorific purposes.. The heat of combustion· of this benzoic acid was given 
as 6318 cal/gram. 
The standard procedure for experimental calibration conditions was 
followed as is recommended by the Permanent Committee on Thermochemistry 
of the Inter11ational Un .. ion of Chemistry. The reccmmendations for pro::.:edure 
;;n·e; the initial oxygen pressure to be 30 ~· 35 atmosph0Tes; .'3 gra.ms of be.nzoic 
acid per liter of bomb ,,,)lmne should be bunted; 3 ml of water per liter of 
bornb volume should be added; other samples should be of sufficient size to 
gtve about the same temperature :rise as given by tbis amount of benzoic acid 
(36). · {Experimentally, the cisc was appro.ximatcly 2. 30°C.) 
D. Chemlcals 
1 . Beta DiketoHes 
Sai.icv!aldchyde -- The commercially available Eastma.n Kodak Company 
·- --- .••••.• .!" ............... -.--~·"-·--
p:roduct v.ms used. It was distilled at a l3.P. of .196.5°C. 
1- f'henvl-·1, :3 but:ancdione ·· Tl1i.s compound was comrnerciJlly available 
-~·-·--·· ~-- .. ·~--~--·-·----- ···-·------·---· 
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and the J. 'T. Baker Company product (mp - 58 -60°C.) was used as received. 
1, 3 Diphenyl-1, 3 propanedione (clibenzoylmethanate) - This compound 
- ----~-..:l.--------··---·- _H ___ . .._ ____ _ 
was con1mercially available and the J. T. Baker Company product (mp -·- 76-
78°C .) was used as received. 
2. Metal Chelate Compounds 
Inorganies Industry product was used. The light tan powder was dried without 
water loss. Although this compound appears as a polymer in solution and is 
presumed a. polymer in anhydrous soli.d states (22), the following jn.forrnation 
ir:dica.tes, howeve1:, th~lt: this is most likely a four coordinated .tTrono.mer and 
probably square planar in structure. The mp vva::-; sharp at 256°C. tc) 2:,7°C. 
but the anhydrous polymer does not melt belo'.v 360°C. Repeated attempts at 
drying gave no change in the mp. In addiUon, the bond ener.sry M-L for th.e 
cxperi mental corn pound highly .in eli cates a four t~oordinatio:n. Thus, it appears 
that there are two possible structu-res fo-r anhydrous b.i.s-(acetylacetonato)Mn(H): 
1) the anhycl.rous, 6 ·-coordinated poly mer obtained by drying diaquohis 
(acetylncet:onaw).tvrn{ll)(2.2); ar~d 2) a ';·-coordinated square plana.r monon:ter (8). 
· High ~>pin slate in eithe:r case is shown with magnetic susceptibility of 5. 88 13. M. 
(22). 
Laboratories inc. product was used. The dark red powder was dried without . 
wate:r loss. Indicated structure is a 6 coordinatecf trimc:r ··- a high· 
19 
sp.in complex of 5.4 B.M. (13). 
~is .:J§!c~ylac~:!onato)!!.~~t~l(II) - The commercially available K & K 
Laboratories Inc. product was used. This pale green powder was dTicd 
wJthout water loss 3 It is a trimer (see x-·ray d.iffraction, p. 7 ) • 
I?~cc_(~cc.:~Y.:-~~~~-~~ma!~)~:_ob~I._(!I) - The eornmercially available K & K 
Laboratories Inc. product was used. Cobalt is a tetrarne1: ·with a coordination 
number of six for each cobalt atom. 
His :-_0£-_ett!ace~on_~!9)_col?~r(!I) - The commerciarty available Alfa 
Inorganics product was used. The chalk like deep blue crystalline material 
dried ·with sHght water los:c;. Indicated structure is a. four coordinated, 
square plana:c speeies. 
Alfa ln?rganics Inc. The pure white crystalline material indicated ·water loss 
on drying·, The structure investigated was the monohydrate species. Graddon 
(21) has :reiJorted this as a five coo:rdin.ated, trigonal blpyrami.d wii:h water 
acting as the fifth liga.nd. 
tL~; yellowish subE>tr.J.nce was :run as received. Probable struct:u:ce is square 
pJ.anar, 
!:l.!.~i~~~S:-~Yl~~~~'-i2!~~.~~)_E:!.~~!lE.':.IE.!:QD - Available from AHa Inorganies, 
the g:rccd.sh··yellow substance was run a.s received. The probable structure 
is square plana.r. 
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3. Preparation of Synthesized Complexes 
The following method was used for the preparations involving liquid 
diketone acetyltrifl.uoroacetone. A 5% metal ion solution of the nitrate salts 
was buffered with 5 grams of sodium acetate per 100 ml of solution., Then, 
an excess of the buffered metal ion solution was shaken with the stoichiornetric 
amount of dikctone. The shaking was continued until the reaction was complete. 
The same method was used with the solid eli ketones (benzoylacetone and 1, 3 
diphenyl-1, 3 propanedione) with the exception that an excess of the buffered 
metal ion !30l~ltiot1 was added slowly, with shaking, to the concentrated alc(~holic 
solution of the diketone. This order of addition was used i11 order to avoid the 
pJ:edpitation of the diketone which .is tn;:3oluble in vlater. 
'I'he salicylaldehyde com.p'texes were synthesized hy adding half sru:ura.ted 
tJolutions o.t the metal. acetate salts i.n 50% alco!·,oUc sol~ttions to stoid1Iome1·.dc 
amounts of salicylaldehyde. The reactants were shaken until the reaction 
appeared con1plete. In all case.s high yields from 7 S -90% we:re obtained. 
Following the precipitation of the metal chelate cornpounds by the methods 
above, the precipitate was collected by filtration, washed, recrystallized and 
subsequently dri.ed :in a drying oven for 32 hours (90 _, .100°C.), Tl"le specHic 
detail:~ f.oHow. MetaJ percentage analyses were carried out for aU synthesized 
c::ompounds by Schwarzkoph Microanalytical Laboratories, Woodside, N, Y. 
1. l}l~.:_(~~-<.!':~~~~E~i~!-}!:lg~~E--~~!_':?}!_~to)_~:~P12.C.:EQ.0 ,_ The deep blue precipitate wa~; 
washed with water, recrystallized from benzene, and drie<:i. The observed 
j 
l 
. I
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values for the mp, which a:re :recorded in the literature, are 189°C. (35) 
and 200°C. (:35). AnaL Calcd. for (C5H4F30z)2Cu:Cu, 16.94._ .Bound: 
Cu, 17.19 . 
least two different products. The more soluble product in the organic layer 
was isolated, washed with water and again with benzene. The observed mp was 
240- 250°C. with decomposition. (Literature (35), 230°C.) Anal. Calcd. for 
(C 5H 4FgOz)zNi:Ni, 17.09. Found: Ni, 16.09%. 
was washed with water and recrystallized from ethanol-water and dried. 
Observed sharp mp •Nas a.t 1970C. LiteTature: ':.onnrm.s a rnp of l97°C. (35). 
1\na.l. Caicd, fo:r (Cuj-1 902)2 Cu:Cu, 16.35%, Found: C>J, 16,62%. 
with wate1· and recrystallized from benzene and dried. The m.p observed was 
15 "'JUi f<' · d· N' J' 28°7 .v~. 1o. oun . 1 1, .::J. ;o. 
·was wa.shed with >,;vater and recrystallized from ethanol··\vater solution and dried. 
'file observc·d mp was 230°C. with a crystal change and decomposition, 
1 . "()·;oc n1c tmg at .-j • Anal. Calcd. for (C15H11 o2 )2 Cu:Cu, 12.33%. Found: 
I 
J 
.l 
I 
I 
I 
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washed and recrystallized from hot ethanol-water solution arid dried. 111e 
observed mp . was 305 ·-:307°C. showing fairly sharp melting point. No 
report: of the isolation of a crystalline product could be found in the literature. 
was washed with water and ethanol and ether and dried. The compound melted 
with decomposition beginning at 265°C. Anal. Calcd. for (C7 f% o2 )2 Cu:Cu, 
20.64%. Found: Cu, 20.94%. 
8. !3is -(salicylaldehydo)nickel(II) - The bright green precipitate was washed 
( 
and dried. Melting with decomposition occurred at 330°C. imal. Cakd. for 
(C7· He)· o., ).·, Ni.:Ni, 19 . .'3"7%. Found: N:i, 17.73%. 
1,.. J./J '"" 
washed and dri~d. DecomposWon bel!an at 320°C. Anal. Calcd. :for 
•:> 
'<--. '-I· C) .) C' ·C I o 93(5/ q • .·d· n 19. '32u1 
'·-'7 .t 5 2 2 >0 •. o, .) .. '10· ro~n . \_,(), . " /0• 
All of the a.bove compounds wcre--combusted w.i.th the exception of the 
trHluoroac:etonates. ln this case, adequate combustion equipinent was not 
available to handle the lw.iide compoundB. 
E. Oxj des • 
The metallic oxides produced during each deter rninar: ion we ':e sampled 
and coUccrcd. At:; expJajned p.revi.ously, i:h.:~ nature and equipment used in the 
p:r.oject rnakes complete analysi::; or the oxit~e:.:; prohibitive. The a('(:urate 
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analysis of each oxidized product involves x-ray di.ffraction and the difficulties 
encountered in collecting all oxides produced during a single determination 
is better accomplished with a rotating bomb ·calorirneter. Many of the 
complexes exhibited a combustion phenomenon known as spall.ing whereby 
the combustion products a.re th:rown out of the eom_bustion crucible and 
splatt:e dover the walls of the bomb chamber (29). Furthe:r diHiculties in 
e:xa.c.t analysis are encountered when one considers the possibilities of the 
formation of hydrated oxides and metal hydroxides. 
However, a description and probable composition of each oxide is listed 
below. ·vve are ns,:;urni.ng that the[~e are the only· oxides produced by the corn-
· lYJStiGn reactiom; although this .is ohv iously an idealization. In the c:~.se of 
,· Fe+2 oxjd<:, it v1as observed that ~wo types of residne vvere p:resent··-:c:ol.id 
magnetite Fe 30,1 and xeddish Fez Q3 • Analysis by wei,ght content revealed 
that the approximate ratio of Fe3 Q1 to Fez 0:3 .is 2:1. It was assumed thai: 
no hyd:rated oxides were formed. 
I 
1 
j 
l 
J 
j 
TABLE II 
METALLIC OXIDES FORMED IN COMBUSTION REACTIONS 
COMPLEX 
Fe(C 5H7 Oz) 2 
Co (C 5H. 7o 2) 2 
Ni(Cs H7 o2 ) 2 
Cu(C sH7 0 2 ) 2 
Pd.(C,. H7 0,..,.) 2 ,) I .~ ' 
.All other Cu 
compounds 
All other Ni 
compounds 
") (( ' [ T -) ) !.:.{~ ... ) ;) :··"·'] t. .2 ' 2 
OXIDE DESCRIPTION 
MnO 2 black amorphous soli.d 
Fe 304 :F~ 0 3 redclish··brown and metallic pellets 
2:1 
Co 30 4 greenish-brown 
NiO green 
CuO black 
white powder 
PdO black powder 
Pt silvery 
cuo ·black 
NiO green 
. black amorphous powder 
yellowish 
Ce2 o . .{ ~• t,..l gnty-g:recn powde-r 
BeO white 
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CHAP'f'ER IV 
DATA 
The :results of experimental wo.tk arc tabulated and processt;d in this 
cb.apti:::r (see i\.ppendix for TRW data). In addition to the presentat.ion of data, 
rcpn;scnt:at:i.ve eo.lcul.ations ate shown in detail foT one cornpoqnd ·-- hiE .. 
(salicylaldehyd.ato)copper(ll). 
A, Standardization 
Tables XIIJ and XIV (sec Appendix) contain the datB- f(•r two di.ffen;r\t 
~>t-1I!t.i.arci.izctti.ons l.lf ths bomb calortrneter. They obvjou:.:-~1~/ ha.ve cli.fferenx 
values as they :represent standan.lizatiom; with c.U.ffercnt r:t:rnoums of dciorizcd 
wacer in the calm:Jmctry bucket. Most of the experimental work was done 
witl'l the ~~;(:.cond mor:c precise calibration. The data are marked w.i.th an 
asterisk wlwrc the second ca.librat:.i.or..: standard is used. 
] 
j 
I D. i-l~:nts of Cotnbustion j 
! 
1 
Table~;; XIH thnmgb XXXIII contain the dat<! for the heats of comimstio;J 
of ~tl ch cornpound vvhkh was experimentally tc;->tecL At le~.tst: four r·un::: v.,rcre 
made for each compoun.d determination except for t:be compounds of platinurn 
and palladium where only 2 grams of sample were avaHable for analysis. 
The sum.mary for beat of combustion data is found in Tabl.t' III (see p. 26). 
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Corn.!c:tJont> to constant pressure enthalpy changes we:re made by using the first 
law relationship where fl. n is the change in the number of moles of gaseous 
molecules for the combustion reaction. 
~I-I c:: 
c 
The enthalpy of combustion i.n kcal/molc calculated in Tahk• III is utili.zed 
in Table IV as one of the eight additive quantities which make up the thermochem ... 
ical cycle. The Born Haber cycle for tis-salicylaldehyde is found on page 31. 
All othe:r quantities, aside from the heat of combustion reactions! arc known 
as stanrlard reference values or have been determ.ined in the recent J..i.te.ratur.e. 
The othe:r seven quantities which make up the thermochemical c.ycle are described 
below with the source of the data. As an e.xample, the values used for bLs· 
saUcylald(~hyde Cu (II) wHl be calculated :tor each qu.Jntity. 
1. The heats of oxiclati.on for the molecular c.dmpositions of each compound 
are listed in column one of Ta.ble IV. The heat of oxidation is calculated as 
the heat: of formation of the metallic oxjdes and oxidation products (the beat of 
formation of elements in their standard states being zero). For each compound 
combusted, the heat of oxidation ls determined as: 
The heat of formation of CO 2and H 20 is taken as -94.0518 kca.l/mole 
and ··68. 317 "1 kcal/mole respectively (31). The source for the heat of forma·· 
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e.g. Bis -·Salicylaldehyde Cu(ll) 
CuO --- - 37. J. kcal./mole 
14 X f.JHf CO 2 -- 1316.7 kcal/mole 
5 X t.lHf H2 0 - 341.6 kcal/mole 
D. H ox 1695.4 kcal/.mole 
IJ. H Cu, vap -81.. 52 kcal/mole 
3, The heats of formation of the va:rlous ligands used, I-L 1 , have been i .. -1 
previously determined (40 ) , The values are g)ven in Table IV fc)r each 
separate determination. 
e.g. Salicylaldehyde: {J H fL = 66.7 kcal/mole 
4. '""f'he heat of vaporization of the ligands has been determined elsewhere for 
these compounds. Where the data al'e lacking estimates are 1na de Lrom analogous 
compounds. Experimentally, (J l-lvap. values were dctermJned by use of the 
Clausius ·-Clapeyron equation. (35) 
e.g. Salicylaldehyde: Ll H L. vap.- H .4 kcaljmol.e 
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5. The heat of transition from· the keto to the enol fo.nn is listed in the 
fifth colunm. For salicylaldehyde there is no transiUon. For acetylacetone, 
this is 2. 61 kcal/molo (2~~). 
6. The sixth. quantity in the cycle is the heat of formatim"L of the chela ted 
c.ornplex. Essentially this is the unknovm quantity and Js detennined once all 
the other additive quantities of the cycle are known. 
7.. The seventh qrtantity is the heat of vaporization of the complex. It is 
detennined experimentally (35). V{here ex.peTimental quantities are unav!lila)Jle, 
estimations are made front analogous cornpou.uds. 
·· ·l:r,··-·(·.,, lir·, l·,•a···l"'d t 1)n (!f)· e.g. ,J..::.. ::sct-L .... y ,.d. <- ":i a o I . ..Lt .L ... ~ H --- 20 .4 kcal/molc( 39) 
z, co:rnp. vap. 
The bond e11e:L·gies for ·che rnetal to ligand are-calculated for each component_ 
in the last eolumns of Table IV (39). These values represent the average for 
ea.ch. metal to oxygen bond strength. As will be explained in the following 
chapter, these values [U'e the homolytic bonding energies for the process: 
M:O M' + o· 
In 1naking these ca lculaUons, it is assumed that the heat of chelation of 
the complex is the entl1..1.lpy related to the breaking of two 0-H bonds (one for 
each liga.nd), the formation of either 4, 5, or 6 M-·0 bonds, and the heat of 
formatio11 of one 1-l ... f-I bond. 
..!:) 
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e.g. bis --(salicylalclehydato)Cu(II) 
/HI f, ehel -2E(O-H) - 4E(Cu-·O) + E(l-I-1-I) 
-91.56 ··2(-110 kca,lfmole) - 4.E(Cu-0) + (--103 
.kcal/mole) 
4E(Cu-O) 208.56 kcal/mole 
E(Ctt-0) = 52.14 kcaljmole 
Ofcourse, it is imperative to know coordination numbers before the 
bonding energies can be deterrnined. A summary of the homolytic bond 
emc:rg.ies .\vitb tLe1r. coordination numbers and probable ."ltTuctures is given 
on the follovving page for the compCYLmds investigated .. For. refer:enc{~S .to the 
structures of the c::.nnpoumls, see Chapter II. 
- ,...,_,_. ~~~ ~ .... ~,, 
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FIGURE 11 
THERMOCI~-f£1\EC.~L CYl:LE FOR EVALUATION OF BO~,;o ENERGIES IN BIS(SALICYLALDEHYDATO)Cu(II) 
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TABLE I\l 
DATA USED IN CALCULATION OF BOND ENERGY 
COI\-IPOI_Il,JD DH v A JlH AE(M-0) ~ "t T AFG' T flHT AH L!H.:: l\H3 tJ E(M-0) O..c':io.. !J r-~r .1.,~ L,vap '--·~n" .L c 
t.L ""' 1 " chel vap total 
.T\/'ir,/A A) -15-:±S.Q~ -68.34~ 201.9 5 -23 .oe - "'2° l-6 ssll l5.0j -1?6- 8+: -273.8 68.5) L.•.l \·"'-" •1.. -;:). L: -. ::> • ~ I. 
+ 0.050 + 0 ~05 + G.8 -;- 0~05 + 6.22 
.,...,p( A·'\ r_, •. r-.. ;1 -=-1485.2.:. -=-96.68° 201.9-9 -23.0e -=-·· ')?!;. .• S:rl9 . 1 J< ~~ vV ,l 15.0J -=-1083.9~ -426.1 71.0 
+ 9.4 
r< f4,_A.) ,._.o\..~. 2. -l487.7Q. -1"01.6 ~ It·"" ~ r"'. " L..Ul. "'7"' -23 .oe ;:: "'Jb. ""') 2X -._; • .!.._. <":"'0~-- • . lS.OJ -=-1078 .4 f -439.2 73.2 
N;f'\A' 1 .I. ... ..~.. - -) 2 -147 6 ,. 4 {;!_ -10 l ~ 3 ,:; 201.9~ ~~""~ "e -L..:>.v - .- • .b ro /' J -;:,.h2. ··jlo.2 15.0J 
+ 6.8 
-=-107 2. s .r -433.2 72.2 
+ 2.36 
Cui.A...L\) 
' ;l; -1455.7«. -81 "'....,/:_, .J.. ....... .t. 201. _9 ~ -23.0 e '"' .-,l' ''{C\ 66R 15 nj -0, .l_, -11...; ;t. .u -=-1208.8f -256.7 64.17 
+ 4.54 
fiT ·::yz -(' "'" , 571 sa. -, · "';.. \ '1..<' J h .F~'>.):l. - .l. ,· -,jJ. • .l. '7- 201. 9S -23 .oe _r::. 2"lb _.,q 01 ~ v. s:w .,:. ..... • 15.QJ -1200.0 .f -331.1 66.22 
_t:: ?'!b -1 1 7 3')j 15 0~ + 10.19 Dd1AA) -1439.0"" -93.0.G 20L9g -23 .0~ -=-1226.0~ -234.3 .58.6 ... \- ~ l '-'·-- .l • ...... • 
Pt{./\ .... ;\);, -1418 .6·~ -121.6 b 201.9 g Q -5.22b -118.321 lS,OJ -1233 . 2 ~ -235. 3 58.8 -23.0 
. I. 
')::'32 ,-o... ,..., -2.b 
' 16~.4~ -4o.o4 ,... ~ . ...,c '"''7 74..!1 -2413.0.;: -194.7 C.,tB.:. \ 6.5K 48.6 u, "~!z. -~J .:;J -ol.J -J • k~ -j I • 1 
N. ''"'1 \ l \1.) ~;z -2553 .. 6;z. -101.3.; 1?:'"' ~.};. ... uL. • .,. - •n OJ. '±v • _r:;, 2'7!; -29 .... 2 J "• - ;), 10.1 k -2234.7.;: -410.2 68.4 
Cu(DBM)2 n6' ''> ..._QI. 81 C:,?.Q -0 lU .. V - ~ ..... - 201. 9'3 ')>C. 0 '/'( -.;,~O. -~~ .-,')0 ._ •• £...- 07 (l.i~ "7, • l1 .... lS.OJ -3482.3t -214.0 53.5 
Ni(DBM)l.. n ,. "Q 0 Cl. 1 (I l 3 4 -,jQ.:> •• -J.U • 201.9 5 -36. o"" _c:_ ...,?b v-./...- 15.0~ "~90 -" -u.:J .o· _;233.5 58.4 
w 
N 
'-----"-'-" ~..l..~'--~·-J.l.L1~~-=~ 
,....___...~-J......I~~~--~<~~·-·~~,~~-~-==-~~~~-.~~~=~=~~~-~,-~~~~ 
It U 't T ' 0 ~Hf Ll He E(M-0) E(M-0) C 0 :-.~IPOUI'JD !J.HJ'' '1 u , rT L)" ""-'.lJo:;c ;... r-Iy 
.:..,L L uL, vap t !:!trans n3 
che'l vap total 
•;:;/'~ .-.a. -;/ /•:{ 17 ')01 9;! -?':! (\., :" ")? b 184.9 ~ 15.0 j f Be(AA)2 -··.LvOL.:;; -:o.o...., .- .. .-Jv.v -0.-~ :..1256.9 301.9 75.5 
ret-~ A·~ -2345,.8 Ci.,. "'J 302.8S!:J r,J. - e -7 ~·Q b -17 20.4 .f 
'-" \i.L.:...\..~ 3 -o .... 0 ]. : ~ uu 
TH.A A'<. -759 .. 0'- -44·.5f> 100.95 9 -J.LSC -·2.61 b 101.9 .2 15.0 ~1 :..6o7 .sr 160.4 80.2 
-\ ............ 11 
1 r-., 1 ~ .. lj... ~ b .9 10 . i b 
-1859.0+ 7 ("A' -46.0 e 992.3 ~ ? . ~::r r.l-i..:...j£.!.. -31U.l.. "!: ··L:.:::>. U 403.8 - • 4:"t 
Cu(S_-\) 2 -1695.4.:. -:: . "t' ~'lt '! 3 Q .; 1 ~ -22.8 ~ 91.5; 20.4 e -1553.9~ 208.5 52.1 -,_,l,.JL. l v."i:~ 
"T• /1~ i\ \ 
- 716.1(:., -101 .. 3(; 133 .. 4 i -22.8 e 169.31 20.4e · -l517.lt 286.3 71.5 i.'-.l\01"~) 2 
CofO::ii).-
- 728~0a.. -10l~6b 133.4 ~ -22.se 234.6 .R 20.4€ -1464.3t 356.6 58.6 " ,u ... .~..,..f. 
1 \ "' B c r-· ·· 1 ·-- c;n--- ~--) "'' -'~'- 1" c i'b~ ~ ' .,.,,_ " '~)· B J ' ~ -- 1 ' Ch ;., ·n ,___ 5·' 1 6 1 61 \a; h. ->,.._,0 ...... lrcu'-"'--L ~uu. \D, n.anu.uOOl--.01 .._,lt::ill. ci.tlG::>tys. \'- • aKU>:>ZeWSl(l, 1em ...... s~.t., '±, _,_ .... 
(d) D. T. Farrar and iv'LrvL Jones,]. Phys Che:m., 6~, 1720 {1964). (e) J.L. Wood and M.M. jones~,I_. Phys.Chem. 
" 7 · JfiAQ {'00'':(\ /C\ T!-,;.-,-.,.·.-- (r·\ G R N' h lc;,.~. T :''"c.~ <:: ~ 2.d. ... ' (1957) ("l\ D1 T p~ -ra a 'M·. ,,, J PA ~' .... v":t/\l/O' ... J .. ~JI .>..iJ..:::O!..;dpe-4. ~~ ....... 11C....t0.,.;.uul1,::!_~~~n-.l.ll.u0~..,;.., "'.J.l-. .•. 1.; · .• a.T.L. r llC.1.l,.lVJ.. Q.._.1.._S:o 
~ Dl-"' "'-"", ~~~ ·:n:<(){~<g,e:q\ J;' ~ T \AJ- d<:.nrl_T';T lvT T,,-A T D' Ch m h-8 172Qf"i964)' '") f.-.~ d_:_!.;.lyS .. ~De1.~.. ... ":1 _'::..:._:· .~...-_•±"' -._.i.. ·J'O..JJ .. \.J..) j.,L. ~~uo a ...... __ .1.\: .... ,. ... ~.;.. .. Jvll-S, .:!....:.._.~..nys .... e.1..~-J.., ~ \.1. • ~] see re . .:>v. 
'"\ 'C' ",T n l ' ~ rr . 'J :Jh C:' ' f-t. 18'~ {' n,e;r>) fl' c 1 1 . - r1 "b d. I ) Th t_ic1 ~ .. vv . .:Jerg a.nc.. J .. 1 . ruernper, _. _ ... !. -~~vs. :..,.Jnem ~ ~_, _;:-, ~( / ~.t 7vu . , ;. a.1.c·u1.ated as u.escr.i e 1n text. ,m . e 
standard devia;::io:::-.tS:: J'o:r /J.H,.,,x. L\Hr ·v.an and L1Ht, .. ,,,.,~ are all 0.05 kcal/mole or less (D.T. Farrar and M.M. Jones, 
V- ~ .......,, !"'" . .\..'"-~..!..!.t_; 
j__. _!'hys. Chern., 68 1 17 20 {1964), (11) Calculated from Troutons :rule for the Heat of vaporization. · 
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TABLE V 34 
CO~H'OUNDS, STRUCTURE AND M- L BOND ENERGY 
COMPOUND COORDINATION STRUCTURE fJ H(M-L HOMO-
LYTIC BOND 
···-·----'------------· NU_~~f:A ______________________ ~NERG Y) (~cal/ m~~e) 
Mn(AA)2 4 sq. planar monomer 68.5 + 1..5 
Fe(AA) 2 6 oct. trimeric polymer 71.0 + 1.6 
Co(AA) z 6 oct. tetrameric polymer 7.3.2+1.1 
Ni(AA) .... 
L. 6 oct. trimeric polymer 72.2+0.4 
Cu(AA) 2 4 sq. planar monomer 64.2 + 1.1. 
(l-1 2 O)Zn(AA) 2 5 trigonal bipyramid 66.i + 2.0 
Pd(AA) rl 
L, 4 sq. plana.r 58.6 + 2. 2 
Pt{A.E\) 2 4 sq; planar 58' 8 + 4.6 
Cu(BA) 2 4 sq. planar 48.6 + 2. 2 
Nl(BA) 2 6 oct. polymer 68.4 + l. 5 
Cu(DBM) 2 ·~ sq. planar (53. 5) 
Ni(DBM) 2 4- sq. planar (58. 4) 
Ctt(SA) 2 4 sq. planar 52.1+4.1 
Ni(SA) 2 6 oct. polymer 47.7 + 0. 9 
Co(Sh) 2 6 oct. polymer 58.6 + l. ~~ 
Be(A!':..) 2 4 tetrahedral monomer (75. 5) 
(' { \1 ) 
,._d:; \./-} '\ :l 6 oct. monomer ~· 
Tl(A.A) 1 2 linear monomer (80. 2) 
r/..(1\A~\ 
"·'l\ .. J~r4 8 archimedeal. anti -prism ,, 
'' l'-1ni: ~;uffidcnt l! Hvap data available to calculate bond energy. 
l 
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J 
I j 
1 j 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The homolyttc bond energies described in the la8t chapter Tesult from 
tbe heat of formation of the chelated structun~ ofthe neutral atoms :in the 
gaseous state. Although analysis of neutral atomD could lead to a detennin-
ation of the ligand field effect, traditionally the gaseous reference state chosen 
is that of charged ionic species. Thus, there is a necessity to convert the 
bond energy da.ta from a homolyl:ic to a heterolytic dea'!a.ge: 
M: L ~~ 1-T· + : L ·- a H ==heterolytic bond clea.vngc~. !.m.ergy (5-1), 
'Hom.olyri c <illd J.1e1·e·rolytic bonding an:: rel.::rced. in thi,; following maiJner ( 40). 
:i 
6 6 H(iVi; 1,)1 = 6 6 H(lv1: L) l -t .. .. ___ 101110 1ete:ro ::.. I + 21C)/? RT) -· F (,=1 . i '\'"I..... _J L 
.2 f; ,1,; :is. the .ionization pqtential summation and E L. is the electron affinity of 
the ligand, and the tern1 2 (5/;z. Ri) is used to convert the ionization energies to 
In effect, then, whst we are now viewing is known as th.: lattice. energy 
and a lit:!W thcrrnochcmic;:1!. cycle mus·t be cunstructed to take into account a 
bond cleavage of a lleterolyUc nature. Such a cycle foll.ows, 
·-=~~~~~~ ~·'·~--~~---~ 
~~~1........0---.J....U~-t-«:w.~ --'-~·~··~-~--~'""""""' 
FIGLJIZ·E l :?. 
TEERMODYNAMIC CYCLE FOR EVALUATION OF HETEROLYTIC BOND ENERGY IN BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)Cu(II) 
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TABLE VI 
HETEROLYTIC BONDING ACETYLACETONATES 
>: 
E(M-0) 6 b. E(M-L) I +2(5/2RT) -2EL 6/.j E(M-L) 
··---------------n:on1o --·--·------rloii'i:o--------~----·----
---·-··--rrercro 
Mn 68.5 + 1.55 411.0 531.2 2.96 -15.68 929.48 + 9.30 
l~'e 71.0 + L60 -126.0 555.2 2.96 .. J5.68 968.6 + 9.40 
Co 73.2+1.10 439.7 574.2 2.96 -15.68 1001.2 + 6.80 
Ni 72.2 + 0.43 433.2 594.6 2.96 -15.63 1015.1 + 2.56 
Cu 64,2+1.13 385.2 ' 646.0 2.96 -15.68 HH8.5+6.78 
Zn 66.2 + 2.04 397.2 630.2 2.96 -15.68 1014 . 7 + 12 0 24 
1Jl.'li''' 1 v·-~'·-~o· ~~J., '~c>rJ·(~'' o·f '·''~"'tvl·Jc··c·J·on"1"E,.~ £1fJ1 t1-J1"l·luo·}· Z11 "'C l<'';"'t 
• "" .. J .. L<"...:..t.,, .Ld.l f:· .... ........ •.• ...... ~"-' t:.\.,,.~. ... ) . c. ~'-", \.t. •• .. o . Vl ,J. .. ~ t.."'l I . > vv .. J.I...h~ 
make adjustments for differing coordination numbers and structures. There-·· 
fore 1 we a-re using the total heterolytic bonding strength as 6 times that of 
the adjusted bond strength. In re~lit:y, this does not correlate with the structure 
of all of the complexes as not all are 6 coordinated. However, for our purposes 
this "adjusted"plot to a. uniform structure creates a difficulty only in the mean-
jng of graphically obtained ··Ll H. One complex not corresponding to 6 coor·· 
dina.tion is cu+2 • ltowcver, the 10 Dq value for Cu may b e adjusted by 
using the relationship of the magnitude o£ lODq for octahedral to square planar 
complexes in a :r<ltio of 10 to 9. 
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A. CRYSTAL FIELD STABILIZATION ENERGIES 
The heterolytic bonding calculated with the use of equation 5-2 can be 
used in visualizing a variable relationship between the energy needed to form 
the heterolytic bonds and the atomic number. This relationship is predicted 
by cryc.;tal fleld theory and gives us an indication of the crystal field stahili.za-
tion energies created by the presence of unfilled "d" orbitals in a ligand field. 
I 
This method is outlined by George and Me Clure (19) with the use of the 
following relationsl1ip: 
.. .tt)H == -(4nt - 6n )Dq + P e (for octahedral coordination) 
where: -C) H is the observed stabilization 
is the number of t 'hr electrons 
"'•\::> 
n0 is the m.rmbei' of e £" electTor;s 
"' 
Pis the_pal.cing energy _ 
(5-3) 
The method used is that of plotting the tot~l heterolytic bond energy versus. 
the atomic nurnber of the metal ions. To use this theory we must assume a 
linear relationship between the thennodynam.i.c quantity and the atomic number 
in the absence of rhe ligand field, In addition, we mustassume tbat there 
exi.r:ts a "center of symmetry" among the spht d-orbital.s e:reatecl by the ligand 
field. 
The "center of symmetry" concept in effect mates that for t:he octahedral 
case, there exists three d ··orbitals - ·· the t 2g orbitals ( d xy, d .. ,~ , dyz) -·-~~ .Z.~.t-
that aTe destabilized by an amount equal to the stabilization of two eg orbitals 
! 
J 
l 
l 
FIGURE 13 
SPLitTING OF D ORBITALS BY CRYSTAL FIELD, 
( for octahedral configuration) 
.-----T·--·-----;_ ~'1 
b D'b 
J. 
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~} Der, 
J t 
------------·-. :J. 3 
center of symmetry 
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In the octahedral case, this means that the two e a orbital~ a:re oriented 
5 
db:ectly at the ligands ( along the xyz axes ) and thus are "increased" in energy. 
The remaining · t 2~ orbitals aTe decreased in energy hy· an equal amount. ,_ 
Tbe ··!>. H vaL\e is determined graphically frorn the: plot on page 'H, 
'Then wi.th the use of equation 5-::i and knowledge of th~:: clcct.rontc config-
u:rati.ons of the ions, the Dq value~.; are calculated. The ctuantity known as 
10 Dq is the energy differet1ce bet'Neen two ~cts of orbitals whi.ch have become 
split due to the field ]mposed on them. The Dq values can be calculated in 
various manners, the most accurate of which is spectrosc::opicall.y. However, a 
corrdation between the 10 Dq values obtained spcctroscopi.caUy a.nd thermo-
dyna:micaJly iS extremely interesting since the derivations a.rc based on 
entirely diffcJ:ent theorectical models. The less accurate thennodynamic 
method used here, however, has the added advantage of giving quantitative 
information concerning the strength of the bonds involved with the metal. 
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FIGURE 14 
TOTAL HETEROLYTIC BOND ENERGY -ATOMIC NUMBER PLOT FOR 
DIVALENT Mn - Zn ACETYL.ACETONATES 
.t-./IETAL 
Mn 929, 1± + 9.30 
Fe 968.6 + 9.40 
Co 1001.2 + 6.80 
Ni 1015. 1 + 2, 56 
Cu 1018.5 + 6.78 
l 0 14. 7 + 12. 24 
- - - - ·- Dotted line indicates no crystal field stabilization 
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TABLE VII 
I 10 Dq V ALOES OBTAINED FROM FIGURE 14 
.'! 
ELECTRONIC COMPLEX t~ eg - /). H Dq lODq lODq 
CONFIGURATION g (kcal) (kcal) (em ·-1) 
-----~------------------------~---··--------..-,---------------~~·--·--··-~-.:---
d5 Mn+2 3 2 0 
(highspin) 
d6 Fe+2 4 2 23 :=: 4Dq 5.75 57.5 201125 
(highspin) 
d7 co+2 !:'. 2 38.2 ::; 8Dq 4.78 47,8 16)673 ,) 
18 (. Ni +:? 6 2 35 o: 12Dq 2,92 29r.2 .10,220 
d9 .. , +'J c,u ·- ( ,') ,., ,J 2:) -;:: 6Dq 3 .. 83 3') 'l () ',") 13, tWO 
dJ.O Zr~+2 - 6 4 0 
l 
I 
J 
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Spectroscopic values of lODq or c.f.s.e. a·re obtained by taking the 
visible absorption spectrum for the compound and correlating the absorption 
bands with the ground level energy diagrams derived from the symmetry 
and electronic state of the particular ion. Correlations between energy level 
diagrams and the absorption spectra are made by observing the Laporte 
selection rules of spin allowed and spin forbidden electron transitions. 
Examples of spectroscopically determined c. f. s. e. are explained later in 
this chapter. 
The thermodynamic model of c. f. s. e. assumes that fl. relation can be 
made between c. f. s. e. and the total binding energies for a series of compounds 
rrbis correlation holds; however, only i.f a.ll other quant:ities c.mnprising the 
total binding a:re constant or va:ry in a consistent, predictable rna.nner( 17, p, 75). 
The facto.rs ·which ::nust be predictable are the various attraction and repulsi.on 
forces between the ligand and the central metal ion and the effective ionic 
radius of the metal ions. All these .factors contribute to the thermodynamic 
hut not totlJe spectroscopic c . .f.s. e. values. For the above reasoning, a 
slightly cu:rved dotted line is drawn between Mn and Zn in the c. f. s. e. plot 
on page 41 to ernphasize that the relationship may not be linear. Calculations 
for the -11 H values are made, however, assuming only a linear relationship. 
Accounting for force pairing energy is wmecessary since the d 5 , d6 , ct7 ions 
are in the high spin state. 
One advantage in working with the divalent metal series over their tri-
44 
\alent counterparts is that better c. f. s. e. cor.relations are expected for the 
divalent ::;eries since the "variable" attraction a.nd repulsion forces are 
somewhat smaller for the divalent series. (Compare Wood's data on trivalent 
J.cetylacetonate with thi.s work (40)). 
~3. SPECTROCSOPIC AND THERMODYNAMIC COMPARISONS OF C. F. S. E. 
A comparison between the lODq data. obtained thermodynamically and 
spectroscopically for the hydrated divalent lons (Mn+2 ,. Zn +2 ) and that 
n 1.:1ainc~c! thermodynamically .for divalent acetylacetonates is shown in the 
l 
} 
J 
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TAI3LE VIII 
lODq VALUES FOR DIVA.LENT FIRST ROW TRANSITION COMPOUNDS IN Cl:\/Cl 
,. d;) 
d6 
d7 
lg c.. 
d9 
dlO 
M(AA)z 
Spectra Heat of Hydration He£n of Chelation-... 
!.Q._J?.g_ ___ l.Q _ _Qg _____________ }_Q_l?_g_ ______ _ 
Mn+2 
Fe+2 . 10,000 15,000 :.1 20, 125 -
co+2 9,300 14,000 16,673 
- +') ]\\] '·' 8,900 10,000 
C' -t-'J 
..... u .... 12,000 15,000 13,400 
zn+2 
J ~' 2~' 
* Source: 1. From the visible absorption spectra (17) 
2, Estimated from the lattice energies and 
heats of hydration (17) 
3. Experimentally fi'()lll. this work 
+~ J 
a. The absorption shift for Fe(H;;~,0)6 is at 10,000 em-· when~i:ls the absornt:lon shift for Fe(AA}.J f3huu1d lie above 
20, 000 em -l to gh~e a red compound. Flg11re .l f) .indicates that 
this shift should (h)ulJle the lOl)q value. 
1 
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As is expected, the thermodynamic data are· higher than the spectro-· 
scopic values for both types of compounds. Nevertheless, there is fair 
agreement between the thermodynamic and spectroscopic data. 
The ct6 case of Fe+2 provides an interesting example for a comparison 
of the aqueous hydrate with the acetylacetonate. In solution, the ferrous ion has 
a pale green color due to a weak abso:rption band in the red at 10,000 cm-1 (see 
Figure 15). The bis -(acetylacetoimto)Fe(II) is a dark red compound, indicating 
that the absorption bartd has shifted considerably up the visible color spectrum 
toward the blue. This weak absor·ption for both high spin aqueous ferrous ion 
and acetylacetonate ferrous complex is due. to the spin allowed transition; 
g 
From the energy diagram for d6 (Figure 16), it is observed that the 
difference between the energy levels T'zg and Eg increase rapidly with slight 
changes in the lODq value . Thus, it is expected that color change from pale 
green for Fe(H 2o)6 +2 to red for acetylacetonate Fe(II) would indicate an 
increase in the 10Dq value of the crystal field splitting energy. Indeed, thi.s 
was experimentally observed (1.0, 000 em -l for Fe(H2 0) 6+2 compared to 
20,000 em -·J fo:.c acetylacetonate 1:;-e(II) ) . 
Wh:} .. t has been observed for the ferrous ion is that a replacement of 
water molecules by other ligands results in a change of the lODq c. f. s; e. 
Obviously, the acetylacetonate oxygen ligand atoms are more closely bound to 
the metal than are the loosely arranged water molecules. Thus, a greater 
ligand field is created by the acetylacetonates. 
FIGURE 15 
TI--lE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF THE FlllST 
TRANSiTION SERIES IONS (from ref.l7, 221-4) 
M M(H2 0)6 +2 :M(AA)z Color · Color 
-··------·8--.. --------·-·------------~---· 
Copper 
1'-Uckel 
Cobalt 
Deep 
Blue 
L:ight 
G:reen 
Pink 
Iron Pale 
Green 
.Manganese 
Pale 
Pink 
Deep 
Blue 
Light 
Green 
Pink 
Dark 
Red 
Light 
~"I'a!l 
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The acetylacet:onates of Cu +Z, Ni+2, and coJ-2 correspond, however, very 
closely in color to their respective aqueousions, showing that the 10 Dq 
values should be approximately the same. This indicates similar structure 
and electronic states. 
It should be noted that many of the synthesized copper and nickel com-· 
plexes underwent a. color change when the acetylacetonate ligand was replaced 
by salicylaldehyde, benzoylacetonate or dibenzoyl.methanate (see Chapter III). 
This indicates a greater ligand field strength and different 10 Dq values $hould 
be expected for these complexes. 
!tJ 
' Lu 
FIGURE 16 
THE ENERGY DIAGRMvl OF ~.}(e,g., Fe+2) 
(from ref. .1'7, p.l64) 
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CHAPTER VI 
ADDITIONAL DATA ON LIGAND VARIATION AND OTHER 
ACETYLACETONATES 
In addition to the divalent acetylacetonates of the first row transitional 
metals, the following compounds were irivestigated. 
TABLE IX 
HOMOLYTIC BOND ENERGIES FOR ADDITIONAL LIGAND 
VARIATION COMPOUNDS 
COIVIPOUi'-JD t: .. Hr., (Kcal/mole) f:j E(M-L110m 0 ) COOP . .D:# 
···----·- .... _ .............................. ---~~- --·--·--· -·--·---.--· ...... -·-·-·-----J~S:~YE.~<:>.Lc:L ___________ ...... __ ........ -- __ .. __ 
-~ r-,') l ... u ,bh., 2 .. 2413 . 0 + 8 . 7 5 <18 '6 + 2. 2 4 
-Ni(BA) z ·- .. ;2234. 7 + 9.17 68.4 + 1.5 6 
Cu(DBM)z -348'7.3 \53. 3) 4 
Ni(DBM) 2 -3390.6 (58. 4) 4 
Cu(SA) 2 ·-1553.9 + 16.36 52.1 + 4.1 4 .... 
Ni(SA) 2 -1517 . 1 + 3 . Tl 47.7+0.9 6 
--
·-1517 .1 71.5 4 
Co(SA) 2 -1464.3 + 5,;39 58.6 + 1.3 6 
-1464.3 87,0 4 
Bc(AA} 2 -1265.9 (70:: '') . ;:) . ,) 4 
,., ··'A) 
-1856.3 + 8.2(i, 8 'J.rv-~ 4 
..... 
1\.i(AA) 2 -·1226.0 + 8,9 58.6 + 2.2 4 
--
Ce(A.A):3 ... .17 20. ·1 6 
Pt(AA) 2 -1233.2 + .1.9.0 59.0 + 4.6 4 
TI(AA) 1 -·607 ,3 (80. 2) 2 
1 
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It was originally thought that systematic ligand variation would show 
definite trends in M-L bond energy •.. Thus, it was assumed that electron 
withdrawing groups on the ligand would weaken the M- L bond energy and 
electron donating groups would strengthen the bond. 
One basis for such a. con:elatlon is the Hani.mett equation which has been 
used to show variat.ton in the stability constants and p·resumably in the M-L 
bond strength (due to electron donating and withdrawing groups)(l6). 
The sample of compound :investigated here was small, but no coherent 
variations were found in this work by replacing the ligand methyl groups 
with phenyl groups· (see Flg. 17 ) , Other thermochemical bond energy 
-'-2 +? investigations of ligandvat?.atlons -vv.ith Fe' (14) a.nd Ni - (.39) have found no 
co.rrelat:icn benveen eithr:·r resonnnce or elec:t:rm donating ability of the ligand 
and rv'l·· L bond energy. 
If the above assumption is true and no correlation exists, then one might 
conclude that electron withdrawing and donating groups affect the reaction 
kinetics and not the :rc~ac.t.ion thermodynamics. That is to say that electronic 
and rcsorwnce variation affect the stability constants but not the bond energy. 
It is of interest to note that in Fig. 17 the plot of the syrnmetrica.l 
ligand gr<mps of the acetylacetonates and the dibenzoylmethanate complexes 
shows app:roximatcly parallel positive slopes, The asymmetrical ligand 
groups of the benzoylacctonate and the salicylaldehyate complexes, on the 
other ha.nd, have approximately parallel negative slopes; This leads one to 
51 
speculate that symmetry may play an important role in relating the coordinate 
bond energy to the ligand environment. 
I 
The alternate possibility to explain Figqre 17 is that the experimental 
errors for the data obtained and the lack of accurate heat of vaporization data 
for the complexes do not allow any speculation concerning the nature of the 
ligand and its effect on the heterolytic energy. 
Further investigation into this area is suggested as a future project. 
.r 
-----~-~-~-~--'--Jj.~.....__JJ_J_~........_~------~I..L.__~,, 
~~--~~'-.1--'--'---'·~· ~• ~. . ~x··-· ~~~~~~~~----
1 ... -~_!JLE )( 
TOT}\L HETEROLYTIC BONDING ENERCY FUR ADDITIONAL LiGAND VARIATION COMPOUNDS 
l .... i"; ... --~~ K .-1 I ' ) \ ci.l.J. llHl • .. S '-Co.,/ Dl.O.ce 
COORD,:!:f. C Ol\:1P()UND M-0 :·-6 b f~{M--O) 
-----------· -·· 
4 c --~-' u:,L" ... J 2 48.6 
r;Q1' I" 
-.r..,/J...,C 
6 1\f /n A.·. • l\D~-1 2 68.4 -410,4 
.1 c ;-.-..~.""~ ... , U\c.JbNl~Z -,.., 0:: ::l0 c. ... ) ··.J2l .0 
4 Ni'DBM\ 
- \ . - /2 58.4 -350.5 
4 C·1'Sl I 
' \ '·.· 2 52.1 -312~8 
4 ~,1! IS A\ 
-'a,. --,1 2 71 -I;_ ..,J -429.0 
4 ,-.o{SA \ -~ \ ! 2 87.0 -527.4 
6 11. ,..., 1: ' ~1\t::>h._. 2 47.7 -286.2 
6 r: rcA' ~o,u ; 2 58.6 -351.6 
~12 2(5/2RT) -E L 
646.0 2.96 ··-15.69 
594.6 2.96 . -15.69 
646.0 2.96 -15.69 
594.6 2.96 -15.69 
646.0 2.96 -15.69 
594.6 2.96 -15.69 
574.2 2.96 -15.69 
594.6 2.96 -15.69 
574.2 2.96 -15.69 
6[JH(M-Oh ) 
.• etero 
-9 24 . 9 + 8 . 7 5 
-992.3 + 9.17 
-
( -954. 3) 
(-932.4) 
-946.1 + 16.36 
-10i0.9+3.77 
-988. 9 + 5. 39 
-868. 2 + 3. 77 
-913.1 + 5.39 
.:_ ... ,.-
C.f1. 
N 
j 
I 
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1 
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TABLE XI 
TOTAL HETEROLYTIC BONDING ENERGY. FOR FOUR LIGANDS 
. . 
(kcaljmole) 
METAL (AA}]. (BA) 2 (DBM) 2 (SA) 2 
Cu 
Ni 
Co 
-1018.5+7 
- 1015 .1-1-=-3 
- 1001.2 ± 7 
- 924.9+ 9 - 954.3+ 15 - 9t!6 .1+ 16 
- 992.3 + 9 - 932.4+ 15 -1010.9+4 
- 988.9 + 5 
FIGURE 17 
TOTAL HETEROLYTIC BONDING VS ATOMiC NUMBER FOR FOUR LIGANDS 
-1030 l 
'>. 1. Lo · ~ -1000,. w 
--· 
~"~ t~~ 
f ..,.;;i;:'.:;.':. ... ---·.·."J.~·!lll~-· . .. ,;;·~ . 
' 
"' --I "' .. __......~-~--_....-. 
··900 L._"1_·-----------,··-~-·--~~·~··~~··--~-,....--
co Ni Cu 
d7 d 8 d 9 
A. acctylac:et:onate (i\A) 2 
B. benzoylacetona te (BA) 2 
C, dibenzoyl.methanate (DBl\1) 2 
D,. salicylaldehyde (SA) 2 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this investigation it is shown that the combustion data for chelated 
metal complexes can offer a great deal of .insight into the nature of these 
compounds. Not only can the M-L bond energy be calculated from the heat 
of chelation derived from the thermochemical cycle, but correlations 
can be made to showvariatio11s predicted by crystal field theory. In particular, 
the humped cuTve graph of the total heterolytic bond energy versus aton:-ic 
number gives a good indication of 10 Dq values and provides a link between 
crystal field theory, spt:ctroscopic data, a.nd the bond energles for these 
particular compounds. This investigation of the divalent metal acetylacetonates 
has resulted in rnuch better lODq c . .f. s. e. correlation than previously obtained 
with the trivalent metal acetylacetonates (L10). 
TRENDS. 
Accordirig ro the molecutar orbital theory, as the anti ·-bonding "eg'' 
orbitals bccorne filled, the mct3.l to oxygen bond sh.ould weaken. Since all 
. I 
compounds were high spin, the "eg" orbitals of J\~1n+2, Fe+2 , co·l-2 , and Nrt-2 
all contn.ined two electrons. But for cJ-2 and zn+2 the anti -bonding· orbitals 
contain thx:ee and four electrons respectively, and the data jndicates a slig·htly 
lower M-·L bond for these cases. 
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The bonds of .Fe-0, Co-O andNi-0 were found to have the highest energy 
for the acetylacetonates complexes. These compounds are polymers and it 
f:ltand~; to. reason that there might be some attraction between the metals to 
fonn weak metal to metal bonds. However, since the metal orbit·als are not 
directly alined, a more important contribution might be the energy gained by 
increased resonance stabilization of the polymeric species over the monomeric 
compounds. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE CALORIMETRIC 1\-1ETHOD 
The method of bomb calorimetry does. have limitations and disadvantages. 
The bond energies arc swamped by the large energy vn:Iue of the total heat 
of combw~tlon for the compl.ex. To do accurate <leteni:Jinations, the coml.mst:ion 
production p:roducts must be determined precisely. The accuracy js alsoaffected 
by side reactions such as the formation of carbon monoxide,· carbon ami other 
products of incomplete combustion. 
S:lnc.e the over all error produced in the experiment is the sum of the 
individucd. er:roxs, an effort must be made not only to reduce the number of 
eom:ce~> of err. or but also the deg-:ree of error from each source. One is 
seven~ly lirnited, In the degree of accuracy when using rnercury thermometers, 
'The i:emp,:.rature ri:~e must be rneasured with the accuracy of 0. OOCB°C. it the 
e'n:o:r due to the ternperature measurem.ent is to be kept at a rninilnum of not 
more than 0.01 pcreent:. In order to obtain measmernents of this precision 
j 
j 
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a 25 ohm platinum resistance thermometer must be used (31). With the use of 
a mercury thermometer, the over all e:l'q)erimental error averaged between 
l/2 of 1% to .1.% .ln th.is work. This -is not bad considering that the NBS measure-
ment:s on Fossil fuel heats of combustion \\rith the best of equipment is accurate 
to within only a few tenths of 1%. The greatest accuracy obta£nable wlth thi-s 
method on pure substances is 0. OJ.% to 0. 02% according to the l\htional Bureau 
of Standards . 
OTHER METHODS 
Other methods of determining the bond energies should be investigated 
r::rigbt be investigated Is the use of an elect:rical cell.to measure the heat of 
H!actioii. A n1odlfied Gibb:s--HelfTtohotz equation suitable for enthalpy measure-
mPnt has be<:~n established as follows (42): 
II - -23,070 cal/volt j [ E -T t:~ )P J 
whe1·e: H ·-- heat of reaction (cal) 
,j 
·- valence 
£ ·- e.m.f. (volts) 
T - temperature (°K.) 
'This equation is valid only for the case of a saturated reversible cell 
in which gaE>cs are Uberated. The cell reaction pertinent to this study wo1Jld 
be: 
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The only measurements necessary are the e. m. f.· of the cell and the 
temperature. Since both can be accurately measured, the per cent of error 
should be greatly reduced .. 
With the use of a suitable thennochemical cycle the coordinate bond 
energy could be expressed for the gaseou.s phase reaction, thus avoiding the 
problem of the heat of hydration side reactions. 
Tbe possibilities of future investigations in this field are abundant.. 
An investigation of the 2nd and 3rd row transitional metals could be undertaken · 
to shov.r tbc c, f. s. e ~ for the 4cl and Sd orbitals. The a.cetylacetonates of the· 
Lanthanide series (:ould be investigated to show the r:;. f. s, e. for the 4f 
orbitals. l..i[;aw.f varlatim1s c6uld be. altered to investigate the metal chelation 
bonding with elements other than oxygen. Nitrogen metal bonds of arriino 
adds a.nd the porphyrin groups of haemin and chlorophyll come to mind as 
interesting ~;tudies to be made. 
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SUMMARY. 
The heats of. combustion ,of some twenty chelated con1rHexes have been 
determined by static bomb calorim.etry in order to calculate the average bond 
energy of the metal-Hgand bond. The data from the heats of combustion were 
used .in a suitable Born-Haber thermochemical cycle to determine eith(!r 
the heterolytic. or homolytic cleavage energy for the metal to ligand bond. 
In the case of all twenty chelated complexes investigated, the central metal 
was chelated with coordinate bonds to either 2, 4, 6, or 8 oxygen atoms. 
The six divalent first row transitional metal acetylacetonates ili.\rcst.tgated 
66 and 7~.i kcal/rn.ole. The bond ene:rgy of the series was adju.:;;red to an equiva-
·, ·lerlt hetc::rolytic. bt5:r.i:d cleavage energy.· A plot of the 6 !1 E(M·-L)1 't J-t··, . 1e ero .y .1c 
versus atomic number showed t,he expected humped curve for d 5 ·· ct10 trans'"' 
siUonal metals as predicted by crystal field theory. 
From the plot, a graphic determination of the 10 Dq was taken which 
c.ompm:cd .f;:worably with the moxe accurate spectroscopic 10 Dq values. A 
compm:L;un between the color rJf the c.orn.pounds and that expected from g.round 
state ener.gy diagTams for the various 10 Dq v·alues was explained. 
Com{':Jounds consisting of various ligands similar to acetylacetate were 
invesUgated to determine substituent effects. The Copper and Nlckel complexes 
were synthesized with benzoylacetone, dibcnzoylmethane, and salicylaldehyde. 
I 
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It was shown that while the Ni +2 acetylacetonate and benzoylacetonatc complexes 
polymerize t:o form a 6 coordinate complex, the dibenzoylmethanate is u1ost 
probably only a 4 coordinate monomeric structure. Thi:;) is due to steric repulsion 
of the two bulky ph~ny 1 groups. 
It was expected tha.t a pattern of dc_creasing bond energy could be found _ 
by the systematic replacement of first one and then the other methyl groups 
of the acetylacetonate type complexes (Le., the benzoyl and dibenzoyl). 
No clear pattern emerged, except that in general the (M-L) homo bond energies 
were lower for R =: phenyl than for R = methyl. 
The salicylaldehyde complexes were studied as an example of a six 
ring ctl.elat:eci syt:tem whicll does not exhibit co(1jugate resonance stabilization-
as found in acetylacetonate type complexes. Again, no discernable pattern 
t~:mergecl incUcaring a. substituerrt effect, The d.:-J.ta did reveal, however, that-
the symmetry of the complexes might hl'!ve an effect on the coordinate bond 
energies. 
'T'hc third type of compounds investigated consisted of other acetyl-
acet.onate metal complexes not found in the first transitional :~:ow. In general) 
. these acetylacetonate (:omplcxes of Pd-+2 , Pt+2 , All-.3 , Be+2 , ce+3 , Tl +1, 
and zr+4 were merely an assortment of available complexes not: previously 
investigated. 
The Pd+2 and Pt+2 acety lacetonates are analogous to the Ni-t-2 acetyl-
ac.etonates except for thei.r square planar structure and indicate a generally 
60 
lower (M- L) bond energy for the 4d and 5d transitional metals over the .3d 
counterparts. 
The other acetylacetonate complexes, beside showing examples of 
interesting stereochemistry, provide the frame work for future investigation, 
thus giving a more complete quantitative understanding of metal-ligand 
c.helated bond eneq,,ry beyond the first transitional row. 
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THERtv10iv1ETER TEST CERTIFICATE 
The Parr Instrument Company certifies that this 
therrnornei·er has been tested for use in differential 
temperai·u: e measurGments, as· in calorimetry. The 
test was' m~de by comparison with a platinum 
·· resis'l'am;e t!wrrnometer certified by the National 
Buredu of Star1dards. The i·hermometer was held 
upr·ir3ht in a large, c<:rverecl, circulating water bath 
·,viih tlw bulb and scale completely immersed. All 
n~adings were tahm with the aid of a magnifier 
and were esl'imated lo one-tenth of the smallest 
sce.!e division. In normal use a large portion of 
ihe ~.i·em will not be immersed and its temperature 
may diffr11· sligh'lly from the bulb temperai·ure. This 
will introd\;ce no 'significant error if the difference 
between stern and bu!b ter~peratures· is less than 
lj1,th of the r<Hi<Je of the i·herrnomBter. If the 
temperature diffE.•rence is larger, an emergent stem 
c~1rr"lction should be applied. 
Po~itive { + i c;mc;dior;:; . in ·rhe adjoining table 
should be «dded to the observed readings. NetJ" 
t1 Hw, ( ·-- j cortec-Hons ;hould be subhaci'ed. The 
C()l'rE·dior.s ,:d r"'mP•-"ratures bei'•.veon the test points 
can be dt:terl,\ined by iriterpol::n'iorf;--or by plaiting -
these va!uo; and d1awing a com;dion curve. 
Morcur;•-in-gl<~n +hr:nn('H1<7ters r.:hanqo slighl'ly with 
<~ge. Any ~isnificant pl·!ysical chang<: is usually 
confinud ro the bu!b. Thi; ,·1ffeds the sc.~!e acjualfy 
·ihrouc~hout, 11-.e:efm·~ the the!·mometer will remain 
.;~t:curate for diHe:·enHdl tr.0.%11rem.:;·nh. Hcwover, 
contir.u.;;d acctJrf:cy fo·~: '!'rue t<m1perr.;tun~s <:.;mnot 
b:) gt~arMh:-6rJ. '· 
ln<hudiom for· 1he pr<"•pC;.·r car·2 and hantilin.g <J·i' 
c,J!Ni,neiri,; l·h,:·r:lVJtnd(w:, .we given <m the re-ven;o 
sir.k of rhi~ c~:rH!cai·c. 
'Catalog No. 
Serial No. 
Reading of 
Thermutneter 
1603 
7D8687 
TEST DATA 
19.500°C. ' 
21.000 
22.500 
24.000 
25.500 
27.000 
28.500 
30.000 
31.500 
33.000 
34. 500 
3-28-69 
Correetio11 
to Readin9 
-0.006°C. 
- • 000 
- . 002 
-
.012 
-
.016 
.016 
- 016 ' . 
.020 
-
.022 
-
.018 
-
.018 
Signed for PARR INS1'RUMf.NT CQ. 
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TABLE XIII 
RESULTS OF CALIBRATION EXPERLMENTS USING STANDARD 13EN:ZOIC ACID 
(First Standarcli.zation) 
SJi.IVIPLE WEIGHT A Toe ll E(cal/oc ) d 
·1..0090 2 .. 653 -2402.9 ··5 .5 30.25 
.l .0083 2,6,±8 -240S "8 ··2.6 6. 76 
0. 9932 2.604 -2409.8 +1.4 1.96 
J '0490 2.734 -2424. J +15,7 246.49 
0.994;) 2.610 -2,J07. 4 ·-1.0 1.00 
LOJH9 2.67a ··2403 .8 ·A.6 21,.1.6 
l 
.0366 2.737 ·-? ,, C;'! Q 'r.: r: 21.:0.25 I ~0<1.\) .- ,.,. t ,I : .. . L ,__.. ' ;] 
J .0091 2.648 ··2407 .7 -0.7 .. 49 
J, CCY/0 2.640 -:~409. 9 +L5 2.2.5 
' .01.73 2.660 -2416.3 +7,9 6 2.4:1 J. 
I ,-,,,\L!.i 
.. "IJU :t ... .2.o29 ~·241:3 .. 7 +5.3 28,09 
I 
.0063 2.642 -2Li06, 4 -2.0 4.0 .( 
CA 
~- E ::-: ... 24~)8" .J.. ·+· ~i. 3 
69 
TABLE XIV 
RESULTS OF CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS USING STANDARD BENZOIC ACID-
(Second Standardization) 
SAMPLE WEIGHT d d 
' . 2 
0.9400 +2. 2229 N2664.4 -6 .l 37.21 
0.9837 +2.331 -2666.2 ··4.3 18.49 
0.974'7 +2. 306 -2670.2 0.0 0.0 
0.9700 +2.292 -2673.8 +3.3 10.89 
1.1146 +2., 629 -2678.6 +8 .1 65.61 
1.0436 +3 .177 
0. :t87S I r• Q''~._/ TZ .... .~ .... )J (l.8 0.64 
AE = -2.670,5 + 4.7 
I 
I 
l j 
~ 
j 
i 
l 
I 
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TABLE XV 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)Mn(Il) 
SAMPLE ~Toe THERMOMETER FUSE A E 
_W_E_IQ_l_-IT _i_g) _____ : ____ C_OR_I_:\E_q_TI_ON ____ C __ O_R_R_~:C'~ION _ (c_al/ g) ___ _ 
1.4872 3.087 -.006 0.00 - 4999.1 
1.3016 2.693 -.002 0.00 - 4983.0 
1. 2818 ~' 2.418 ··,014 0.00 - 5037.7 
1 ~ 2927 * 2.415 -.012 0.00 -4988.9 
liE = -5002.1 + 24.59 
* SecortO c:alibratiOI1 expe:rilnents 
71 
TABLE XVI 
HEAT ·)p COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)IRON(II) 
SAMPLE D. T0 THERMOMETER FUSE fj E ~J01Gl-!_Ij_g) ____________ ~ __ g_QR~~E<;:_TION _____ CORI~C!.~ON __ · _· (:;~_lj_g"-) __ 
1...1086 1.9.38 -·.00'3 -.000 -4210.2 
1.5787 2,796 -.000 -.000 -4265.5 
1.4431'~ 2.310 -.012 -5.00 -4269.7 
1. 3348'' 2.1<19 -0.12 -.000 -4299.4 
-ll E "'' - t±261. 2 + 37 .1. 
··~ Secon.cl ca.ltbratlon. eXJ:>erimerlts 
72 
TABLE XVII 
HEAT OF. COMBUSTION OF. J3IS (ACETYLACETONATO)COBAL'T'(II) 
SAMPLE fl'Io ~'{Si_!_Q_I-II .. _(g)_______ C 
FUSE THERMOMETEH. 
1.4875 2.568 -.000 -.000 - ,H57 .8 
1.5238 2.662 -.013 0.000 - 4182.6 
1. 4107 * 2.230 -.006 0.000 - 4221.5 
1.4985 ,~ 2.354 -.004 0.000 -4195.1 
.1 'E -= -·4189. 2 + 26. s 
::< Secon.<i cal.ibra.t..io11 e:xpcrime11ts 
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TABLE XVHI 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)NICKEL (II) 
SAMPLE /'J 1~ THERMOMETER Ft..JSE A E 
WEIGHT (g) C CORRECTION CORRECTION (cal/g) 
·-----. -··---~----------·- -------------------~-· ""-'-- c--
1.3542 2.340 0.00 0.00 -4167.6 
1.5718 2.729 0.00 0.00 -4181.5 
2.:?.50 0.00 0.00 -4170.0 ·. 
fj E - -4171.0 + 9.99 
'" Second calib-ration experiments 
1 
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TABLE XIX 
HEAT'OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)COPPER(II) 
SAMPLE 
WEIGHT 
1./3305 * 
1.3191 ~~ 
1.3888 '~ 
2 •. 289 
2;286 
2.402. 
THERMOMETER 
CORRECTION 
:.. ... 006 
-,,014 
-,006 
FUSE 
CORRECTION. 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
AE ·- -4613 .. 6 + 17.3 
~>: SecOnCl caLibration experirnents 
6E 
. (cal/ g) 
- 4594.3 
- 4627.9 
- 4618.7 
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TABLE XX 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)ZINC(II) 
SAMPLE 6 Toe THERMOMETER FUSE ~E 
WEIQ~~ITjg:)_· ___ CORRECTION CORRECTION (cal/ g)~---
1. 5288 2.682 -.002 0.00 -4225.0 
1. 442:3 :-:~ z.:~ns -.012 0.00 -4291.9 
1.420.1 >~ 2.240 -.012 0.00 -42.12.3 
1.1929 •e 1.916 -.003 0.00 --1289.3 
1.3913 ;.~ 2.218 0.000 0.00 -4257.3 
11 E = - 4255.1 + 36.2 
~' Second Calibration experiments 
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TABLE XXI 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)Pd(Il) 
SAtviPLE b T oc BENZOIC AGIO THERMOMETER /J. E 
WEIGHT (g) . WEIGHT CORRECTION (cal/ g) 
--~---- ... -···-~----··-----···-------·----·-----------------~-----·------
0 .. 5235 2.268 () .5:326 -.012 - 4040.9 
0.4601 2.576 0.6819 -·,012 ··4042.3 
0,4921 2.429 0.6691 0.000 -4000.8 
/j r~ - - 102s.o +23.5 
I 
77 
TABLE XXII 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)Pt(II) 
SAMPLE BENZOIC ACID THERMOMETER 6E 
WEIGHT(g) WEIGHT !:1 T (>c) CORRECTION (cal/ ") 
----------------·-··--------------------------------------------··----------------·----!L_g __ _ 
j 
j 0.4766 0. 6527 2. ~~50 -.012 -3163.:3 
I 0.5186 0.6716 2.436 -.010 --3077.7 
l OA841 0.6847 2.388 -,004 -3165.8 
-3133.4: + 48.5 
J 
I 
j 
1 
I 
! j 
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TABLE XXIII 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF TETRA.,(ACETYLACETONATO)" 
ZIRCONIUM (IV) 
SAMPLE AT oc THERMOMETER 
~~}2H_'!: ... ~l_ ______ __fQ~R~CTION 
1.6273 2.571 -.010 
1.6935 2.669 -.006 
1.3804 1. 979 ··.008 
= -3806 + 16.9 
AE 
(cal/ g) 
-3805.07 
<3795. 70 
-3828.5 
78 
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·TABLE XXIV 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(SALICYLALDEHYDATO)COBALT(II) 
SAMPLE 8 T oc 6 E 
.~Y_EIG~ti~I_(g) ____________ --'---·------------· ____ . J£al{gl ____________ _ 
1.1144 2.0.29 -4863.2 
1.0732 1.945 -4841.2 
1.16'7 4 2 .. 135 -4884.7 
l. .2100 2.201 -4858.5 
L\ E -· ··486L9 + 17.9 
80 
TABLE XXV 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(SALICYLALDEHYDATO)GOPPER(II) 
SAMPLE /J T0 C t1 E 
-~~GljT_(gL_ ________ ·---~--------(~~1/ g) __ 
1.0867 2.039 -5010.7 
1.0421 1.983 -5082.4 
1.0678 2.036 -5093.6 
1..0321 1.986 -5140. 1 
aE: - -sos1.7 + 53.52 
81 
TABLE XXVI 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(SALICYLALDEHYDATO)NICKEL(II) 
SAMPLE l:t To /1 E 
W_EIG_'I-:_r£j_g)_ ___________ .~---- ·-- -----~a!(_g)_·----·---·-·-·---·-----
82 
TA.BLE XXVII 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(BENZOYLACETONAT~)NICKEL(II) 
SAMPLE ·. · {j T 0C (l E . · . 
Y!.~IQH!J_zl _________________ . ___________ (cal~g) ______________ _ 
1.0765 2.351 -5832.6 
1.0210 2.242 -5864.7 
1.1.020 2.'!26 -5879.7-
L\E = -5859.0 + 24.06 
83 
TABLE XXVIII 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF DIS(BENZOYLAGETONATO)COPPER(II) 
SAMPLE 
~~-!2IQli_}~igl _________ . 
1l Toe ~E 
( ca l/._,gc:-) __ _,_. --"--
1.3214 3.089 -6243.1 
1. 02.41 2.396 -~6250. 4 
1.0476 2.464 ··6282. 3 . 
1.0432 2.433 -6228.6 
-4E ·-6251.1 + 22.68 
84 
TABLE XXIX 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(ACETYLACETONATO)BER YLLIUM(U) 
SA:tvlPLE WEIGHT (g) 
1. 2301 2.814 
TEMPERATURE 
CORRECTION 
-.016 
tJ E "= -6109.0 
TABLE XXX 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(DIBENZOYLMETHATO)NICKEL(II) 
LlE 
(cal [_g)_ __ 
··6109.0 
SAi\liPLE WEIGHT (g) Ll1~ TEMPERATURE L\ E 
··---·-··--··---·------·----~-------go~~~EC!IQ~---------·--j£~~-----
1. 0871 2.732 -.012 -6711.2 
--
tl E - -6711 , 2 
TABL~~ XXXI 
I-TEAT OF COMBUSTION OF BIS(DIBENZOYLMETI-I.A,TO)COPPER(U): 
SAMPLE WEIGHT (J 1~ TEMPERATURE l} E 
-··"---~:._ _____ .. ______ .. _________ .. ______ ·---~~--------- C OREl:§_gTI 0~_· ________ (c~Jf.gL __ 
0 .B957 2.297 ··.002 -6837.4 
- 6837 A 
i 
I 
l 
TABLE XXXII . 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF (ACETYLACETONATO)THALLJ.UM(I) 
SAMPLE WEIGHT DT oc TEMPERATURE IJ E 
85 
CORRECTION ___ --'-,-__ . ~(c~l/_gL 
1.7894 1.341 0.00 -2001.3 
--
l\ E = -2001.3 
TABLE XXXIII 
HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF TRIS(ACETYLACETONATO)CEROUS (III) 
SAMPLE WEIGHT /,) T oc TEMPERATURE L'\ E 
__ -·----------·-· _________ _9_C2R_R_E_:c_:TIO_N ________ (~c~}_ftL_ 
1.6759 
0.9734 
2. 736 
1. iJ34 
0.000 
0.006 
;\E: -- -3932.9 + 1.6 
-·3931.8 
-3934.1 
